
	
 

     
 
               
 

    A rapid approach to liberate you from the inner conflicts  

         that interfere with your life’s most important interests and relationships 
         to your most significant purposes and endeavors.  The approach is as  
         organic as each individual, yet structured to once and for all, identify   
         and delete that which interferes with your most critical pursuits to your  
         everyday internal experience. 
 
         We’re talking about the invisible but powerful influences of the 
         conditioned mind that have a pervasive and insidious grip, as if they  
         are hardwired, holding you back from your highest expression and  
         your greatest desires.  
 
         Lasting breakthroughs with traditional methods of therapy, counseling  
         and coaching, often involve years of commitment and often are never  
         reached.  With the cutting edge technology and insight that Aspen  
         brings to her clientele, it can happen in weeks and months, sometimes  
         days and even hours. 
 
         The Transformational Intensive is for the individual truly wanting  
         something different in one or all areas of their life. Those that work  
         with Aspen, come to her, aware that their unconscious mind is  
         impacting their inner and outer experience and are interested in  
         resolving their unwanted patterns and the barriers to their ease and 
         happiness in their work, their relationships and in their life. 
          
 

 
 
 
 

         
         Most come to Aspen, having tried numerous methods to resolve their  
         undesirable experiences and are looking for soul based and lasting 
         answers to their life's deepest inquiries and previously unsolvable   
         issues. Others come to Aspen because while they’ve had success in  
         their lives, they simply want inner joy and peace within. 
 
         Aware of the desire that successful and influential people have, 
         to change and move forward rapidly and with ease, Aspen  
         is committed and tenacious in uncovering and identifying the root of  
         the undesirable experiences of your life and taking you into a new          
         experience.  Of equal importance she provides you with the tools for  
         a lasting and ongoing experience of who you truly want to be and what  
         you truly want to have in your life.   
 
         Aspen brings an immediate calm and ease to her clients. That coupled 
         with her unique insight, razor sharp intuition and ability to see into  
         your world, creates a safe environment for rapid transformation to  
         occur.  
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     Transformational Intensive clientele will receive….. 

 
 

      Eight Half-Day Retreats with Aspen over a three month period. A unique  
      opportunity to spend time one-on-one and in-person with Aspen to identify  
      and address the underlying barriers to your life’s fulfillment as well as the      
      limitations and patterns interfering with your everyday life.   
 
      Eight 30-minute scheduled calls with Aspen midway between retreats, 
      providing invaluable insight and accurate interpretation of your both your                         
      internal changes and new found experiences, ensuring you are on track as  
      the transformation occurs.   
 
      Sixteen 30-minute phone consults – Aspen’s clients can schedule up to  
      two 30 minute consults as needed following all retreat days to address  
      challenges, questions, and maintain momentum of progress.  
 
      Direct Mentoring by Aspen in 8 Techniques that are key to addressing  
      the subtle patterns and energies occurring in the background of your life. 
 
      “Getting to the Core” CD Program to supplement the integration of  
      The Techniques allowing you to ongoingly and independently address 
      the subtle energies and the “not so subtle” circumstances of daily life.  
 

 
Deleting of all 12 Core Dynamics of Human Conditioning using the  
WaveMaker Technology.  The power of this cannot be overstated. These  
are the databases that hold the unwanted thoughts, fears, feelings, beliefs,  
habits and addictions in place.    
 
Unlimited Email Access in between retreats giving you the opportunity  
to voice and articulate your progress in preparation for phone consultations  
and next retreat.  
 
Laminated Venn Diagram reference guides to deepen the integration. 
 
Digital detailed summary of all retreats and “in between” phone consultations.  
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        What is the Transformational Intensive? 
	



 

 
   2020 Transformational Intensive  
   with Aspen DeCew is $33,000. 
 

       Acceptance is on a first come, first served basis.  Once spots are filled,  

       Aspen will not be taking any additional clientele. As of Summer 2020 

       there are 2 openings beginning early June. Application will be provided 

       upon request. 

 
 

             Endorsements  

        
      “Nothing had ever unhooked me from the mind chatter. I tried everything.   
      The anxiety that used to plague my entire life is gone. Two years has 
      passed since I worked with you. The anxiety has never returned and I 
      am forever indebted.” 
                                                                Entrepreneur 
 
      “I can say without hesitation, you gave me my life. You not only revealed  
      my inner demons, you freed me from them.” 
                                                  Oscar Nominee for Best Picture 
 
      “I brought a message of love to the world however it wasn’t until  
       I worked with Aspen that I knew what love was”  
                                                  Platinum/Gold Singer Songwriter  
 
      
 

 
“In my field of expertise I have all the methodology and yet I found myself 
still challenged in certain areas of my own life.  With all my knowledge of    
human behavior, I still didn’t have the “how” of getting from point A to point B   
in both some internal as well as external experiences of my life.  My work with  
Aspen was the missing piece. I contributed to people’s lives before, but nothing  
like I do now.  The efficiency with which Aspen used, to take me to the root 
and resolution of my issues, I now bring to my clients.”      
                                                                                 PhD. ~ Therapist 
 
“I am extremely grateful for the depth of healing work I have done with Aspen.    
She is truly a master.  In my line of work as a professional photographer to   
many influential and high profile people, I am always confident recommending  
Aspen.”                                                 Photographer to the Celebrities         
      
“I came to Aspen wanting to be free from the plateaus of my game and  
the driven-ness of my mind. I left with that AND a connection to my soul.”                                      
                                                                   Professional Athlete 
 
“Aspen’s transformational work is universal in its application and its  
approach. It applies to all, no matter ones age, background, or upbringing.   
It’s about life & being a human being.  I’ve always had an interest in personal    
development and growth work, but this was by far the most effective process  
of transformation I have engaged in. It spoke to every aspect of my life. The      
results have been exponential and continue to reveal themselves.” 
                                                                    Police Detective 
 
“I have greater fulfillment now than I ever did in all my years of business and 
financial success.  Working with Aspen reached into my soul.  I realize now that 
the freedom and inner peace I currently experience is what I was always 
pursuing and searching for as a CEO”.                                    Retired CEO 
                                                                      
“The most important work I’ve done to date” 
                                                    Science of Mind, New Thought Leader 
                  
                 
 
* Confidentiality of all clientele is upheld 

	


